All in a day (and night’s) work
More stunning images from Tortuguero National Park (see Impact, pp. 7–9)
Exotic animals like these may seem a distant dream to many readers,
but to the conservation workers and rangers in Tortuguero, seeing
them is an everyday reality. Spotting wildlife is an essential part of
the data collection effort — the observational data collected on and
off surveys helps Jalova’s project leaders to non-invasively monitor
vertebrate species’ numbers and diversity in the protected area. Only
nesting female turtles are tagged to record individual survival and
nesting success over the seasons.

Although this can be a paradise for wildlife and those who seek to
protect it, living here is tough. Work often starts before dawn and
finishes long after the sun sets, and is often physically strenuous,
particularly in the hot, humid weather. Many volunteers struggle
with the remoteness, basic living conditions, and biting insects.
Nevertheless, most of those lucky enough to work here leave saying
they have had the experience of a lifetime.

A red-eyed tree frog eyeing up its next leap. These brightly
coloured frogs, found only in Central America, camouflage
themselves in the day, curling up to conceal all but their
green backs as they rest on leaves

An eyelash palm-pitviper resting on a palm leaf
stem. These small but venomous tree-dwelling
snakes come in a variety of attractive colours,
such as pale blue, yellow, pink, red and green

The mouth of the Jalova river at dawn. Manatees,
bull sharks, bottlenose dolphins and royal tarpon
come in here from the sea to forage in the canals
A freshly hatched green turtle making its dash to the sea
pauses over a jaguar pawprint. Sea turtles cross paths with
numerous predators throughout their lives, from birds of prey
and sharks picking off hatchlings the moment they leave the
nest, to jaguars dragging off nesting mothers
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A chestnut-mandibled toucan foraging for beans in a
tree above the volunteers’ dorm. Their strange calls,
which sound a little like a bent squeaky wheel turning
on a bike, often echo quietly through the jungle
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A male green basilisk perches
precariously in the understorey at
night. The large crests along the spine
and head are used for displays
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